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Abstract
We propose voice conversion model from arbitrary source speaker to arbitrary target speaker with disentangled representations. Voice conversion is a task to convert the voice of spoken utterance of source speaker to that of target speaker. Most prior work require to know either source speaker or target speaker or both in training, with either parallel or non-parallel corpus. Instead, we study the problem of voice conversion in nonparallel speech corpora and one-shot learning setting. We convert an arbitrary sentences of an arbitrary source speaker to target speakers given only one or few target speaker training utterances. To achieve this, we propose to use disentangled representations of speaker identity and linguistic context. We use a recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder for speaker embedding and phonetic posteriorgram as linguistic context encoding, along with a RNN decoder to generate converted utterances. Ours is a simpler model without adversarial training or hierarchical model design and thus more efficient. In the subjective tests, our approach achieved significantly better results compared to baseline regarding similarity.

Index Terms: voice conversion, disentangled representations, phonetic posteriorgrams

1. Introduction
Voice Conversion (VC) [1, 2] is a task to convert source speaker’s spoken sentences into those of a target speaker’s voice. It requires to keep the target speaker’s identity while preserving linguistic context spoken by the source speaker. Voice conversion can be applied in many applications such as speaking aids [3, 4], speech enhancement and style conversion [5, 6].

To tackle voice conversion, many approaches have been proposed [7, 8, 9]. However, most prior work require parallel spoken corpus and enough amount of data to learn the target speaker’s voice. Recently, there were approaches proposed for voice conversion with non-parallel corpus [10, 11, 12, 13]. But they still require that speaker identity was known priori, or included in training data for the model.

Recently, Hsu et al. [14] proposed to use disentangled and interpretable representations to overcome these limitations by exploiting Factorized Hierarchical VAE. They achieved reasonable similarity with just single utterance from a target speaker but it was still not satisfactory. This architecture was also applied to cross-lingual VC. The proposed architecture learns to disentangle speaker and linguistic context embeddings. Thus, the model has to learn both of these aspects. However, training both representations is still a challenging task as unsupervised learning of disentangled representations may be difficult without inductive biases. Therefore, we propose to leverage the acoustic model of a well-trained Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) model to circumvent learning the context embedding. Phonetic Posteriorgrams (PPGs) have been previously used in VC to provide a speaker-independent representation for mapping purposes. We use the senone posteriorgrams that are the output of the acoustic model as context embedding. The goal of our model is to learn only the speaker embedding in a way to reduce the reconstruction loss when combined with the PPG context embedding. Since the ASR is trained on a large ASR corpus it has seen a good variation of speaker and recording conditions. In addition, the model is trained on a supervised manner and this helps having a more robust context embedding. Therefore, we hypothesize that PPG can be used as context embedding in our model. In our experiments we found that our model was able to have disentangled representations of speaker identity without further assumptions or constraints. Our contributions are:

- We propose a model to learn the disentangled representation of speaker embedding from an acoustic feature sequence. We use a RNN encoder to learn the speaker embedding from acoustic feature sequence. This embedding vector is then fed to a RNN decoder along with PPGs to reconstruct the acoustic features. We train this model using a multi-speaker speech corpus. This model does not require parallel data in training the representation model or during voice conversion.
- We examine the efficacy of the model by performing subjective experiments and find significant improvement, specially with respect to speaker similarity.

2. Related Work
Voice conversion approaches can be divided to two categories: parallel and non-parallel models. For parallel voice conversion, a representative approach is spectral conversion such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [7] and deep neural networks (DNN) [8]. However, these require parallel spoken corpus. Dynamic time warping (DTW) is usually used to align source and target utterances, which can be potentially error-prone. To overcome this limitation, non-parallel voice conversion approaches were proposed, for instance, eigenvoice [9], i-vector [18], and Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [10, 12, 14] based and adversarial learning based [19, 20, 13] models. However, eigenvoice based approach [9] still requires reference speaker to train the model. In i-vector based approach [18], the i-vectors are converted by replacing the source latent variable by the target latent variable and used for the acoustic feature conversion. However, it was shown that i-vector performed worse than the latent code from the VAE based model [14].

Generative Adversarial Networks have been successful as a deep generative model. Adversarial learning has been applied for non-parallel voice conversion [19, 20] with the cycle consistency constraint [21], but it still has limitation of requiring to know the target speaker in training time and be trained for each source to target speaker pair. Still a model may be trained...
for multiple target speakers but it has the same limitations of having the model trained for known target speakers [13]. VAE is another popular generative model and also applied for voice conversion [10, 12], but speaker identities are not inferred from data and instead required to be known in model training time.

There has been many approaches to exploit disentangled representation of latent code, namely, DC-IGN [22], InfoGAN [23], β-VAE [24], and FHVAE [14]. Also using separate style and content encodings was exploited in computer vision and image synthesis problems [13, 25]. These approaches to uncover disentangled representation may help voice conversion with very limited resource from target speaker, since it might infer speaker identity information from data without supervision, as illustrated in FHVAE [14]. Siamese autoencoders have also been proposed for decomposing speaker identity and linguistic embeddings [26] but this approach requires parallel training data to learn the decomposing architecture. One of the main challenges in training the models with disentangled representation is that it requires several assumptions such as a hierarchical architecture and domain adversarial training to make training such representation feasible, and similarity of converted voices were not good enough. PPGs computed from ASR acoustic models have been previously used in VC to provide a speaker-independent representation for mapping [17] even though their VC is limited to a specific target speaker. We propose to use these PPGs as an already available disentangled representation. Hence we only focus on computing the speaker identity representation which we observe that it helps training the model.

3. Model

Our proposed model consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is a recurrent neural network (RNN) and takes acoustic features as input and outputs an speaker embedding vector. The decoder is another RNN which takes the generated speaker embedding along with PPGs as input, and generate the acoustic features.

Let acoustic observations from one utterance be \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\} \in \mathbb{R}^{D_x \times N_x} \), corresponding PPG observations \( P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N\} \in \mathbb{R}^{D_p \times N_p} \), and speaker embedding \( z \in \mathbb{R}^D \). For simplicity, we assume \( N_x = N_p \) and denote it as \( N \). Then we would like to model \( p(z | X) \) and \( p(X | P, z) \). These are realized by:

\[
    z = E(X) \quad X' = D(P, z)
\]

where \( E \) is the encoder, \( D \) is the decoder, and \( X' = \{x'_1, x'_2, \ldots, x'_N\} \in \mathbb{R}^{D_x \times N} \) is the reconstructed speech features. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1. We train the model by optimizing the training loss:

\[
    \ell(X, X') = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \|x_i - x'_i\|^2
\]

When performing the voice conversion, we estimate the average \( z^{src} \) and \( z^{diff} \) from the given utterance(s) of source and target speakers by feeding speech features sub-sequences to the encoder. For a given input utterance, we compute phonetic posteriorgram \( P \) of the input utterance from the source speaker. There are two ways to perform voice conversion. First, we can replace \( z^{src} \) values of the source speaker with the average \( z^{diff} \) from the target speaker. This approach resulted in too muffled generated result. Second, we compute a difference vector between source and target average \( z^{diff} = z^{src} - z^{src} \). This difference vector is added to \( z^{converted} \) from the input utterance as \( z^{converted} = z^{src} + z^{diff} \) and then decoded with \( P \) to generate the speech features. In an informal listening test, we decided to do the second approach since it resulted in significantly higher quality generated speech. We suspect that the reason is \( z^{diff} \) might not be completely disentangled so \( z^{converted} \) works better than \( z^{diff} \).

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

We used the TIMIT corpus [27] which is a multi-speaker speech corpus as the training data for both our model and the baseline. We used the training speakers as suggested by the corpus to train the models. For test speakers, we select four speakers from TIMIT testing part of the corpus. Finally, for objective testing (which requires availability of parallel data), we utilized four CMU-arctic voices (BDL, SLT, RMS, CLB)[28]. As speech features, we used 40th-order MCEPs (excluding the energy coefficient, dimension \( D=39 \)), extracted using the World toolkit [29] with a 5ms frame shift. All audio files are transformed to 16kHz and 16bit before any analysis.

To compute the phonetic posteriorgrams, we use Kaldi ASR toolkit [30]. We uselibrispeech as speech corpus [31]. We use the nnet2 recipe in Kaldi to build the ASR model. We compute the acoustic model output to obtain the senone posteriorgrams from the audio files.

4.2. Experimental setting

For the encoder in our proposed model, we use Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [32] as the first layer followed by a fully-connected layer with Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) activation function on top of the last hidden representation to compute the speaker embedding \( z \). The input to the encoder is the acoustic
The effective size of the system is in Table 1. The models were trained with stochastic gradient descent. We use a mini-batch size of 128. The Adam optimizer [33] is used with $\beta_1 = 0.95, \beta_2 = 0.999, \epsilon = 10^{-8}$, and initial learning rate of $10^{-3}$. The model is trained for 100 epochs and selects the model best performing on the development set chosen among training set. For training the FHVAE model, we followed the training configuration in [15].

In our experiments, we consider two models: FHVAE [15], and our proposed model. We consider four gender conversions (F: female; M: male): F2F, F2M, M2F, M2M. The voice conversion samples are available at: https://shamidreza.github.io/is19samples. Training of our model takes about 5 hours whereas training of FHVAE takes about two days.

### 4.3. Visualizing embeddings

In this experiment, we investigate the speaker embeddings $z$ by visualizing them in Figure 2. For visualizing the speaker embeddings, we use 5 sentences from 40 test speakers from TIMIT test set (blue data points represents males and red represents females). We show FHVAE and proposed model computed speaker embeddings in Figures 2-left and 2-right, respectively. In both subplots, the female and male embedding cluster locations are separated. We observe that proposed model’s computed speaker embeddings for different speakers fall further apart compared to FHVAE. Also, they are more evenly distributed compared to VAE embeddings which tend to be more densely distributed. The gender clusters have a better separation margin. This subjectively depicts a more robust speaker embedding quality. Furthermore, we perform an experiment where we change the dimensionality $D_z$ of the speaker embedding and visualize the embeddings. We use $D_z = 8, 16, 32$ shown in Figures 3-top, 3-middle, and 3-bottom, respectively. We observe that the pattern of encodings is similar. For dimension of 8, the female embedding are further apart compared to dimension of 32, however, male embeddings are more dense in the same comparison. Dimension of 16 has a more even distribution for both male and female speakers. For all other experiments, we use $D_z = 16$.

![Figure 2: Visualization of speaker embedding. Each point represents a speaker; blue dots are males and red dots are females. The embeddings are transformed to 2D using PCA. FHVAE (left) vs. Proposed (right).](image)

**Table 1: The network architectures of our encoder and decoder models. FC indicates fully-connected layer. ReLU indicates ReLU activation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoder</th>
<th>GRU-1024, Dropout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>recurrent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
<td>FC-$D_z$, ReLU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense block</td>
<td>input PPGs, FC-1024, ReLU, Dropout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>combine layer</td>
<td>dense output + speaker embedding $z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense block</td>
<td>FC-1024, ReLU, Dropout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recurrent layer</td>
<td>GRU-1024, Dropout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output layer</td>
<td>FC-$D_z$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Effect of training data size

We investigate the effect of VC training data size on the performance of the system. In order to be able to do objective test using mel-CD [7], we require parallel data from the speakers. We use 20 parallel CMU-arctic utterance from each speaker for computing the objective score. We vary non-parallel sentence numbers from source and target speaker that is used to compute the speaker embeddings. The results are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, proposed approach performs better consistently for all sentence sizes.

4.5. Subjective evaluation

To subjectively evaluate voice conversion performance, we performed two perceptual tests. The first test measured speech quality, designed to answer the question “how natural does the converted speech sound?”, and the second test measured speaker similarity, designed to answer the question “how accurate does the converted speech mimic the target speaker?”.

The listening experiments were carried out using Amazon Mechanical Turk, with participants who had approval ratings of at least 90% and were located in North America. Both perceptual tests used three trivial-to-judge trials, added to the experiment to exclude unreliable listeners from statistical analysis. We use one training utterance from target speaker for all results reported here.

4.5.1. Speech quality

To evaluate the speech quality of the converted utterances, we conducted a Comparative Mean Opinion Score (CMOS) test. In this test, listeners heard two stimuli A and B with the same content, generated using the same source speaker, but in two different processing conditions, and were then asked to indicate whether they thought B was better or worse than A, using a five-point scale comprised of +2 (much better), +1 (somewhat better), 0 (same), -1 (somewhat worse), -2 (much worse). We randomized the order of stimulus presentation, both the order of A and B, as well as the order of the comparison pairs. We utilized two processing conditions: FHVAE and proposed. We assessed the VC approach effect by directly comparing Proposed vs. FHVAE utterances. The experiment was administered to 40 listeners with each listener judging 50 sentence pairs. The results are shown in Figure 5. We found statistical significant preference scores for F2M condition achieving $P < 0.05$ in one-sample
Figure 3: Visualization of speaker embedding from our model with different dimensions $D_z$. Each point represents a speaker: blue dots are males and red dots are females. The embeddings are transformed to 2D using PCA. $D_z = 8$ (top), $D_z = 16$ (middle), and $D_z = 32$ (bottom).

Figure 4: Effects of varying number of training sentences from 1 to 100.

Figure 5: Speech Quality average score with gender breakdown. Positive scores favor proposed model. F2M preference score is statistically significant.

Figure 6: Speaker Similarity average score with gender breakdown. Positive scores are desirable. (confidence intervals for all is close to 0.11, and all score-pairs are statistically significant)

t-test compared to chance. We speculate this is due to F2M conversions having higher similarity as shown in next subsection, resulting in better acoustics and F0 matching together to sound more natural to human subjects. We did not find statistically significant difference for other comparisons, although M2F was close to significance.

4.5.2. Speaker similarity

To evaluate the speaker similarity of the converted utterances, we conducted a same-different speaker similarity test [34]. In this test, listeners heard two stimuli A and B with different content, and were then asked to indicate whether they thought that A and B were spoken by the same, or by two different speakers, using a five-point scale comprised of +2 (definitely same), +1 (probably same), 0 (unsure), -1 (probably different), and -2 (definitely different). One of the stimuli in each pair was created by one of the two conversion methods, and the other stimulus was a purely MCEP-vocoded condition, used as the reference speaker. The listeners were explicitly instructed to disregard the content of the stimuli and merely judge based on the fact whether they think the utterances are from the same speaker regardless of the content. Half of all pairs were created with the reference speaker identical to the target speaker of the conversion (expecting listeners to reply “same”, ideally); the other half were created with the reference speaker being the same gender, but not identical to the target speaker of the conversion (expecting listeners to reply different). We only report “same” scores.

The experiment was administered to 40 listeners, with each listener judging 50 sentence pairs. The results are shown in Figure 6. The results show proposed model and FHV AE achieving $0.20\pm0.11$ and $-0.10\pm0.12$, respectively. We found that the proposed model performs statistically significantly better than FHV AE in all comparison pairs, all achieving $P < 0.05$ in two-sample t-test.

5. Conclusion

We proposed voice conversion model from arbitrary source speaker to target speaker with disentangled representations. We learn disentangled representation of speaker identity by providing linguistic context encoding, which makes the model simpler and thus more efficient to train. We use a RNN encoder for speaker embedding and phonetic posteriorgram computed from an ASR acoustic model as linguistic context encoding, followed by a RNN decoder. We performed objective and subjective experiments, and in the subjective tests, we showed that our approach achieved statistically significantly better similarity compared to the baseline.
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